
Year 6 Summer 2019 

Mathematics English 

Science 

Half-Term Curriculum Overview 

Homework 

To revise the vocabulary and operation 
for the four rules of number. 

To use mathematical knowledge to solve 
puzzles. 

To translate a shape. 

To multiply any number by a two digit 
number. 

To divide any number by a two digit num-
ber. 

To revise fractions. 

To complete individual target work. 

 

 

To know the features of an autobiography. 

To explore how tension is created. 

To analyse language and write persuasively. 

To understand the writer’s purpose. 

To be able to use evidence to support an 
opinion. 

To write an account from a particular view-
point. 

To know how to use prepositions and pro-
nouns in sentences. 

To know how to use commas, semi colons 
and colons. 

  

Light 

To understand how light travels. 

To realise that light can be reflected. 

To know how shadows are formed. 

To write responses to scientific questions  

Monday—Spellings and an English activity. 

Tuesday—Maths. 

Wednesday—Foundation activity. 

Thursday—Buddy work. 

Friday—English and Maths. 



The door is always open or you could contact 
me using the class email address. 

year6@forestschool.co.uk 

Music 

Foundation Topics 

Computing 

Key Dates 

History: 

 To study The Titanic through a child’s eyes.  

 To look at life after the war and consider the changes within—Fashion, Transport/
Travel, Technology, Music and Food. 

RE:  Christianity– marriage and baptism. 

PSHE : Relationships 

Key dates: 

29th April: French Residential Trip 

10th May: Swimming Gala 

13th May:  Assessment Week 

17th May:  School Games (Dodgeball Y5 &6) 

18th May:  PA Summer Ball 

21st May:  Sports Day 

22nd May: LAMDA Exams 

24th May: School breaks up for half  

This half term, Year 6 children will be exploring 
the topic of Communication and Collaboration, with 
a specific focus on blogging.  

Children will be identifying features of a blog and 
recapping how to be safe when using the internet. 

The Upper School will commence rehearsals 
for the summer show ‘Rock Bottom.’ 

Look out for ticket information in due course! 

 

 

Continued learning through listening, speaking, 
reading and writing (and singing)! 

This term’s topic is about telling the time. Pupils 
will refresh their time skills but this time in 
French! Pupils will also become familiar with the 
French use of the 24 hour clock. 

 

 

Athletics 

Tennis 

French 
Physical Education 


